Use your vote to stop the far right....

Keep racism out of the election

Use your vote in European Parliamentary elections on Thursday 23 May to stop the fascist Tommy Robinson and the racist, far right UK Independence Party (UKIP).

Britain may be split on the question of Brexit. But the vast majority of people on both sides of the debate oppose racism and the far right.

Tommy Robinson (real name Stephen Yaxley-Lennon) is standing in the North West constituency. He is a fascist, and former leader of the violent, racist English Defence League. He has strong links to the far right internationally. He is also a convicted fraudster.

UKIP’s leader Gerard Batten has led the party in an increasingly far right direction. He describes Islam as a ‘death cult’ and endlessly scapegoats Muslim people. He recently posed with a convicted far right terrorist and gunrunner, Frank Portinari.

UKIP is closely linked to Tommy Robinson and the far right group known as the Democratic Football Lads Alliance. Robinson is now an adviser to UKIP, and Batten wants him to become a full member of the party.

Even former UKIP leader Nigel Farage left the party because he says it is becoming ‘the new British National Party’. The BNP was a Nazi group that achieved significant electoral success in the 2000s.
UKIP is not a normal political party. It helps to lead violent, far right, street demonstrations, alongside Tommy Robinson. Batten has failed to condemn attacks on trade unionists, anti-racists, Muslims – and even police officers.

**Violent**
UKIP is trying to build a far right party, aligned to a violent street movement, similar to the ones we have seen growing across Europe. It hopes it can make an electoral breakthrough like its far right friends elsewhere.

It is standing a full slate of candidates in European Parliament elections on 23 May.
These people want to divide our communities and scapegoat migrants, refugees and Muslims for all our problems. We have to make sure they don’t succeed.

Let’s celebrate our unity and our multicultural society. Use your vote to stop them!

---

**Together against Trump**
Demonstrate against world’s #1 racist when he visits Britain

US president Donald Trump is making a state visit to Britain from 3-5 June. He has been an inspiration to racists and the far right internationally, including our home grown fascists like Tommy Robinson.

From building a wall to keep out Mexican migrants to his ‘Muslim ban’ he has whipped up hatred against migrants, refugees and Muslims.

After fascists marched through Charlottesville in 2017 shouting “Jews will not replace us” – and murdered counter protester Heather Heyer – he defended them, saying the march included “good people”.

His official reason for coming to Britain is to commemorate those who died on D-Day, 6 June 1944. But what role can this man play in commemorating those who died fighting fascism? Trump has promoted the politics of divide and rule. He is a racist, a sexist, a homophobe and a climate change denier.

Let’s make it clear: Donald Trump isn’t welcome here! Join the protests across Britain – and the national demonstration in London on 4 June.

---

**STAND UP TO RACISM**

Get involved and keep in touch

@AntiRacismDay
Stand Up To Racism
standuptoracism.org.uk
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